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1. INTIWDUCTION
Let X be a compact Hau sdorff space and let C(X) denote the Banach
lattice of all real-valued continuous functions on X with the usual norm
a nd order. In general, C(X) is not order complete; here order completeness
means that every order bounded subset has a supremum. But it is well-
known that C(X) is embedded, by a linear lattice isomorphism S, into
an order complete vector lattice CA(X), called the Dedekind completion
of C(X), in such a way that
l'> V {Sg: g E C(X), Sg,;;;;,(} = 1\ {Sh: h « C(X) , Sh;;.(}
for all (E CA(X) ([5], Chap. II, § 1). On the other hand, there are two
familiar order complete Banach lattices attached to C(X); the one is
B(X), the Banach lattice of all bounded functions on X while the other
is the second dual C(X) * * ([5], Chap. II, § 5).
In this paper we investigate whether the Dedekind complet ion CA(X)
is realized in B(X) (resp . C(X)**) ; here by a realization of CA(X) in B(X)
we mean a linear lattice isomorphism TA of CA(X) to B(X) such that
T A 0 S = T, where Sand T arc the canonical embeddings of C(X) into
CA(X) and B(X), respectively.
Nakano-Shimogaki 's investigation [4] is in this direction. Let Cq(X)
denote the Banach lattice of all bounded quasi-continuous functions on
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X and N q its order ideal consisting of all functions vanishing outside a
set of the first category ; we recall that a function is quasi-continuous
if it is continuous except on a set of the first category. Then G(X) is
canonically embedded in the quotient Banach lattice Gq(X)jNq. Nakano-
Shimogaki [4] showed that GA(X) is realized in Gq(X)jNq, more precisely,
linearly lattice isomorphic to Gq(X)jNq. But they did not refer to the
problem of the realization of GA(X) in Gq(X).
We shall establish a realization of GA(X) in B(X) (resp. G(X)**)
(Theorem 1) as a consequence of a more general result (Lemma). By
combining this with the result mentioned above, we can prove a strong
lifting of Gq(X)jNq to Gq(X). In the final section we shall show that
GA(X) admits a unique realization in B(X) (resp. G(X)**) only when
GA(X) coincides with G(X) , that is, when G(X) is itself order complete.
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2. Rl<JALIZATIONS OF GA(X)
Let Ix denote the constant function on X taking the value 1.
LEMMA. Let X, Y be compact Hausdorff spaces and F an order complete
vector lattice. Suppose that there is a linear lattice isomorphism S of G(X)
into G( Y) satisfying 81 x = ly. Then for each linear lattice homomorphism
T of G(X) to P there exists a linear lattice homomorphism T A of G(Y) to
F such that T A 0 S =T.
PROOF. Let Fe be the order ideal of F, generated by TI x , i.e. ,
Fe={fEF: Ifl <AT1x for some A=J..(f) < = }.
Since with norm
Ilfll= inf'{J: IfI <)·1'lx}
Fe is an order complete (M)-space in the sense of Kakutani, it is linearly
lattice isomorphic to the Banach lattice G(Z) on a compact Hausdorff
space Z ([5], Chap. II, 7). Here the order completeness of Fe yields the
extreme disconnectedness of Z ; the closure of every open set is open ([5],
Chap. II, § 7). Let us identify r, with G(Z). Then T is a linear lattice
homomorphism of G(X) to G(Z) with T1x= lz. For each Z E Z let Oz
denote the functional on G(Z), which evaluates the value at the point z.
Since T is a linear lattice homomorphism of G(X) , T*oz is a linear lattice
homomorphism of G(X) to the real field with T*oz(lx)= I, and conse-
quently is determined uniquely by a point x =cp(z) in the following way
([5], Chap. II, § 7),
(T/)(z) = f 0 ep(z) for f E G(X) .
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Clearly the mapping ,p is continuous. Similarly, there is a continuous
map '1jJ of Y to X such that
(S!)(y) = ! 0 '1jJ(y) for ! E C(X) and Y E Y.
Moreover '1jJ maps Y onto X, because S is a metric isomorphism ([5],
Chap. II, § 7). Since by the Gleason theorem [1] every extremally dis-
connected space is projective in the category of compact Hausdorff spaces
and continuous maps, there exists a continuous map 'YJ of the extremally
disconnected space Z to Y such that ,p = '1jJ 0 'YJ. Then the map TA of C( Y)
to C(Z) C F, defined by
(TAg)(z) = g 0 'YJ(z) for z E Z and g E O(Y),
IS a linear lattice homomorphism, which satisfies the requirement
T A 0 S=T. For! E C(X) and z E Z we have
(TA 0 Sf)(z) = (S!)('YJ(z)) = !('1jJ 0 'YJ(z))
= !(,p(z))= T!(z).
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 1. The Dedekind completion OA(X) can be realized in B(X)
as well as in O(X)**.
PROOF. Since with the norm
Ilf ll = inf p.: Ir! ,,;;;21x in OA(X)},
the Dedekind completion OA(X) is an abstract (M)-space with unit lz,
it is linear lattice isomorphic to C( Y) on some compact Hausdorff space Y
([5], Chap. II, § 7). Now let S be the canonical embedding of C(X) into
C"(X), identified with C( Y), and T the canonical embedding into the
order complete vector lattice B(X) or O(X)**. Then by the Lemma there
is a linear lattice homomorphism TA of OA(X) to B(X) or O(X)** such
that T A 0 S = T . Finally T is injective, hence a realization of CA(X) in
B(X) or C(X)** . In fact, TAf = 0 for some 0 of- f E CA(X) implies
0= ITAr! = TAIr!. Since O(X) is order dense in CA(X), there exists
oof- a E C(X) such that Sial ,,;;; Itl oF 0, hence T lal = T A 0 Sial,,;;; TAIr! = O.
Then the injeotivity of T produces a contradiction: a= o. This completes
the proof.
We recall that Oq(X) is the vector lattice consisting of all bounded
quasi-continuous functions. Note that Oq(X) contains C(X) but is not
necessarily order complete.
COROLLARY 1. The Dedekind completion O"(X) is realized in Oq(X).
PROOF. Let TA be a realization of CA(X) in B(X) as in Theorem 1.
For each f E OA(X) , let f* (resp. f *) be the upper (resp. lower) semi-
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continuous function defined by
t"> fI. {h E O(X): h;;.r} and r; = V {h E O(X): h<,f}
where V (resp. fl. ) denotes the supremum (resp. infimum) in B(X). Nakano
and Shimogaki [4] proved that every function g such that r* < g <;, t"
is quasi-continuous. Now since T" is order-preserving and T"h=h for
h E O(X), we have r * <;, T"]" <;, t" hence 'I"]" belongs to Oq(X).
Suppose that M is a vector sublattice of B(X) containing O(X), and
N is an order ideal of M with N fI O(X) = {O}. Then the quotient map
n of M to MjN, which is a linear lattice homomorphism, is injective on
O(X). A lilting t/> is by definition a linear lattice homomorphism of 111jN
to M such that not/> is the identity. A strong lilting is a lifting such that
t/> 0 nlc(xj is the identity.
We recall that Nq is the order ideal of Oq(X), consisting of those functions
I for which {x:j(x)#O} is of the first category. Then NqflO(X)={O}
and by the Nakano-Shimogaki theorem [4] Oq(X)jNq is linearly lattice
isomorphic to O"(X).
COROLLARY 2. There is a strong lilting 01 Oq(X)jNq to Oq(X).
PROOF. Let if> be a realization of O"(X) in Oq(X) and lJfa linear lattice
isomorphism of Oq(X)jNq to O"(X) such that lJf 0 n[C(xj is the canonical
embedding of O(X) into O"(X). Then if> 0 lJfis a strong lifting of Oq(X)jNq
to Oq(X), as desired.
For a Radon measure f-l on X, let M':(X) denote the vector lattice
of all bounded f-l-measurable functions on X. Remark that M':(X) contains
O(X) but is not necessarily order-complete. Since M':(X) does not neces-
sarily contain Oq(X), the following theorem is of some interest.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that X is a compact metrizable space and f-l is a
Radon measure on X with support (f-l) =X. Then O"(X) is realized in M':(X).
PROOF. Consider the order ideal N p of all f-l-negligible functions and
the quotient space M':(X)jNp • The assumption that support (f-l) = X
implies N; fI O(X) = {O}. Since the quotient map n of O(X) to an order-
complete vector lattice M':(X)jNp is a linear lattice isomorphism, there
exists by the Lemma a linear lattice isomorphism T" of O"(X) to
M':(X)jNp such that T" 0 Sh=nh for h e O(X), where S is the canonical
embedding of O(X) into O"(X). On the other hand, since X is metrizable
by assumption, by a theorem of Ioneseu-Tulcea ([2], Chap. VIII, I), there
is a strong lifting t/> of M':(X)jN" to M':(X). Then the linear lattice
homomorphism t/> 0 T" is a realization of O"(X) in M':(X) ; its injectivity
is shown as in the proof of Theorem J. This completes the proof.
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3. THE UNIQUENESS PROBLEM
In this section we identify each IEO(X) its canonical image in O"(X),
B(X), etc..
THEOREM 3. Let r E C"(X). II rp(f) is the same lor all realizations rp
01 O"(X) in B(X) (resp. O(X)**), then r belongs to O(X).
PROOF. We recall the Phelps theorem ([2], Chap. II, 2) : if Y and Z
are compact Hausdorff spaces, extreme points of the convex set of those
linear operators T of C( Y) to O(Z), for which IITII <.1 and Tl y = l z , are
completely characterized by the property of being linear lattice homo-
morphisms. Remark first that CA(X), B(X) and O(X)**, being (M)-spaces
with unit, are linearly lattice isomorphic to the Banach lattices of the
type O(Y). We use the above characterization in the following way:
realizations of O"(X) in B(X) (resp . O(X)**) correspond exactly to extreme
points of the convex set 9R of those linear operators T" of O"(X) to B(X)
(resp. O(X)**) for which IIT"II < 1 and T"g=g for all g E O(X). Note here
that every extreme point To of m is an extreme point of the convex
set of all T with IITII< 1. In fact, if To = ATl + (1 - A)T2 with IITil1 < 1 and
0 <./. < 1, the Phelps theorem, applied to the linear lattice isomorphism
Tolcrxj, shows that Tllcrxj=T2Icrxj=Tolcrxj, that is, T l and T 2 belong
to ill1, and consequently T l = T 2 because To is an extreme point of m
by assumption.
Remark next that B(X) is the dual of the Banach lattice l1(X) of all
absolutely summable functions on X , while O(X)** is the dual of O(X)*
by definition. Therefore the unit ball of B(X) (resp. O(X)**) is weak*-
compact by the Alaoglu theorem. Then the convex set m is compact
in the weak-weak* operator topology ([3]); the convergence T).~ T
means the weak* convergence of T).g" to Tg" for all s: E O"(X). By the
Krein-Milman theorem 9R is the closed convex hull of its extreme points
in the topology. It follows then from the characterization mentioned
above that the set {T"j" : T" E ill1} is the weak* closure of the convex hull
of rpr, where rp runs over all realizations of CA(X) in B(X) (resp . O(X)**).
'rhus if rpr is the same for all realizations rp of O"(X), then TAr is the
same for all T" E ill1.
Finally remark that TA belongs to ill1 if and only if ITAg"l < Ilg"ll·lx
for all s: E OA(X) and TAh = h for all h E O(X). Using the vector-valued
subadditive function p(gA)= IIg"II' Ix of O"(X) to B(X) (resp . O(X)**), we
can see from the proof of the Hahn-Banach theorem ([5], Chap. II, § 7)
that h E B(X) (resp . O(X)**) belongs to 9JC, = {T"r : T" E ill1} if and only if
k -p(-r +k) <.h <.p(f" +g)-g for all g,k EO(X).
Therefore if m, is a singleton then
V {k E O(X): k <.r}= 1\ {g E O(X): r <.g}
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where V and 1\ denote supremum and infimum in B(X) (resp. O(X)**).
But this implies that
sup {k(x): k-ci", k E O(X)}= inf {g(x): q ;»]", g E O(X)}
for all x E X, because the point evaluation bx at x is considered as an
order-continuous linear functional on B(X) (resp. O(X)**). Finally, since
{kEO(X):k<t"} and {gEO(X):g>t"} are upper (resp. lower) directed,
by the Dini theorem we can conclude
inf{llg-kll: k<t"<g}=O
and consequently t" belongs to O(X). This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3. If O(X) is not order-complete, realization of OA(X) ~n
B(X) (resp. O(X)**) is not unique.
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